A commentary on the interpretation of in vitro biochemical measures of brown adipose tissue thermogenesis.
In this article we comment on the various in vitro biochemical measurements employed to assess the thermogenic activity and capacity of brown adipose tissue. The meaning and significance of changes in tissue weight, protein content, cell number, and mitochondrial mass are each summarized. In addition, various indices of the proton conductance pathway-mitochondrial swelling, proton conductance, uncoupling protein concentration, and GDP binding studies--are discussed. The issue of unmasking and masking of GDP binding sites is reviewed; recent reports have clearly demonstrated unmasking and masking, and it is concluded that GDP binding studies are an index of the activity of uncoupling protein, rather than a measure of its concentration. It is suggested that tissue mass, mitochondrial content, mitochondrial GDP binding, and uncoupling protein concentration represent core measurements for the biochemical assessment of the thermogenic activity and capacity of brown adipose tissue. Auxiliary measurements include Scatchard analysis of GDP binding data to distinguish changes in the number of binding sites from potential changes in Kd, and mitochondrial swelling studies, as an additional index of proton permeability. The distinction between thermogenic activity (GDP binding, proton permeability) and capacity (uncoupling protein content), both on a per unit of mitochondrial protein and per tissue basis, is emphasized.